This paper investigates the age of information (AoI) for a radio frequency (RF) energy harvesting (EH) enabled network, where a sensor first scavenges energy from a wireless power station and then transmits the collected status update to a sink node. To capture the thirst for the fresh update becoming more and more urgent as time elapsing, urgency-aware AoI (U-AoI) is defined, which increases exponentially with the increment of time between two received updates. Due to EH, a waiting time is required at the sensor before transmitting the status update. An optimization problem is formulated to minimize the longterm average U-AoI under constraint of energy causality. A twolayer algorithm is presented to solve it, where the outer loop is designed based on Dinklebach's method, and the inner loop presents a semi-closed-form expression of the optimal waiting time policy based on Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions. Numerical results show that our proposed optimal transmission policy outperforms the zero time waiting policy and equal time waiting policy in terms of long-term average U-AoI, especially when the networks are in slight load. It also shows that the system U-AoI first decreases and then keeps unchanged with the increments of EH circuit's saturation level.
I. INTRODUCTION
With development of wireless sensor networks (WSN) and Internet of Things (IoTs), more and more sensors will be deployed in networks to monitor the status of environment, devices and living creatures. Then, the status updates are sent to a sink node for some applications. Some traditional metrics, e.g., delay [1] and throughput [2] , are widely adopted to evaluate the system performance of wireless networks. However, for some real-time applications including smart drive, keeping the collected status data "fresh" becomes a vital concern, and the traditional metrics cannot reflect such kind of requirements. To capture the "freshness" of the status update, a new metric referred to as age of information (AoI) has drawn great attentions recently. AoI, which was first defined in [3] , denotes the amount of time that elapsed since the moment the freshest received update was generated.
So far, the system AoI performance has been studied in some existing works for various wireless systems. For in-stance, in [3] and [4] , the AoI was analyzed for a single-source single-server network and a multiple-source M/M/1 system, respectively. In [5] , it was pointed out that increasing the number of servers at the sink node can reduce the average AoI but may cause waste of network resources. In [6] , an optimal transmission was designed to minimize long-term average AoI, which showed that zero time waiting policy does not always minimize the average AoI.
In the mentioned works, the sensors were supposed to be with fixed power supply. However, in practice, it is with a tremendous economical drawback to charge the sensors with cables or batteries due to expensive cost of installing and maintaining conventional battery recharging operation manually. As the sensors are usually ultra-low power, it is more efficient to use wireless power to charge them [7] . Compared with natural energy source, employing a dedicate power station to transfer energy is more controllable and reliable [8] . In particular, the sensor is equipped with a small energy harvesting (EH) circuit to convert the received radio frequency (RF) signals into direct current (DC) power. That is, the wireless powered sensors need to scavenge energy at first, and then, transmit status updates.
So far, a few works have started investigating AoI in WPTenabled networks. In [9] , the update submission policy was optimized with a fixed update rate. In [10] , optimal online status update policies for an WPT-enabled sensor were proposed with various battery sizes. In [11] , the average AoI was analyzed for wireless powered networks in low SNR region. However, in these works, the energy arrivals were described as to occur as a point process. But in practice, with wireless power transfer (WPT), the sensor has to accumulate energy over a period of time to charge itself. Thus, the point process model is not suitable.
To fill this gap, in this paper, we investigate AoI in WPT system. To scavenge enough energy for transmission, a waiting time is inserted before transmitting next status update. To capture the thirst for the fresh update becoming more and more urgent as time elapsing, we adopt the urgency-aware AoI (U-AoI) which exponentially increases with time between the moments of two received updates. An optimization problem is formulated to minimize the system average U-AoI under the constraint of the energy causality. To solve it, we develop a two-layer algorithm to solve it, where the outer loop is designed based on Dinklebach's method, and the inner loop is based on Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions. Numerical results show that the proposed transmission policy outperforms the zero time waiting policy and the equal time waiting policy in terms of long-term average U-AoI, especially when the networks are in slight load. Besides, it is also shown that the system U-AoI first decreases and then keeps unchanged with the increments of the charging power level. This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model and the considered problem. Section III gives the status update policy. Simulation results are presented in Section IV and this paper concludes in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model
Consider an WPT-enabled networks system as shown in Figure 1 , where a power station provides energy to a sensor via WPT, and the sensor is in charge of monitoring a sensing object, collecting status updates and transmitting the collected data to a sink node. For the sensor, it is energy-limited, so it may require a few seconds to scavenge energy from the power station to fulfill the sensing and transmission task.
Let P T denote the transmit power of the power station. The power carried in the received RF signals at the sensor can be given by
where h 1 (t) denotes the channel coefficients of the links between the power station and the sensor at time t, d 1 denotes the distance, and α denotes the pass loss factor. The non-linear EH model [12] , [13] is adopted to describe the harvested RF energy. Then, at time t, the output DC power (i.e., the harvested power) at the sensor is
where M is a constant denoting the maximum output DC power, i.e., the saturation limitation of the EH circuit. a and b are constants representing some properties of the EH system. For the sink node, we use i to represent index of the received update from the sensor with i ∈ {1, 2, ...}. Suppose that the sensor generates and transmits the update. i at time S i and the sink node receives the update i at time D i . Then, the transmission time for the update i is
Let C be the data size of each update. Then, at time S i the energy required for transmitting an update is
where T c denotes the wireless information transmission time, B denotes the bandwidth, P c denotes the transmit power, n 0 denotes the noise spectral density, d 2 denotes the distance between the sensor and the sink node, and h 2 (S i ) denotes the channel coefficient at time S i .
B. AoI and U-AoI
Due to variation of network conditions, the transmission times {Y 1 , Y 2 , ...} may vary from one update to another, which are treated as i.i.d random variables. When the update i is received by the sink node, the sensor is notified to collect and transmit a new status update. As EH is employed, a period time of Z i may be required to perform EH and detect and collect the sensing data. That is, the amount of time to scavenge energy for transmitting the update
The time-stamped status updates should be as "fresh" as possible at the sink node. At time t, the generation time of the freshest update received at the sink node is
where, without loss of generality, it is assumed that S 0 = 0.
To measure the level of dissatisfaction for data (i.e., the updates) staleness, traditional AoI is defined as
which denotes the amount of time that elapsed since the moment the freshest received update was generated. With (2), AoI increases linearly with t between the moments of two received updates and is with a downward jump when an update is received. ∆(t) reflects that the increment of data staleness keeps constant as time elapses, which is refer to as the linear AoI model. However, for some real-time applications, such as online advertisement placement and online Web ranking, the linear AoI may not be so efficient any more. Because in these applications, the dissatisfaction for date staleness may grow more and more quickly as time elapses.
Following non-linear AoI presented in [6] , an exponential function g (∆) : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) is adopt to denote the dissatisfaction for date staleness, which is given by
where a ≥ 0 is a pre-given constant to characterize the desire for data refreshing. The term "-1" is to make g (∆) begin with zero. g (∆) characterizes that the dissatisfaction for date staleness increases exponentially as time elapses, which means that with time elapsing, the thirst for the fresh update becomes more and more urgent. Therefore, we call g(∆) as the U-AoI in the sequel.
The average U-AoI over [D 0 , D n ] can be given by
, the freshest update received at the sink node is the update i. Following (1) and (2), we have
By submitting (5) into (4), β i can be further expressed as
, the long-term average U-AoI also can be calculated by
C. Problem Formulation
For the considered wireless powered sensor network, our objective is to minimize the average U-AoI of the system under the constraint of the energy causality. To this end, an optimization problem aiming to find the optimal online schedule policy {Z 0 , Z 1 , Z 2 , ...} is formulated by
with µ = lim inf
and
The symbols sup in (8a) and inf in (9) are due to the fact {Y 1 , Y 2 , ...} being random variables and the result of the functions of {Y 1 , Y 2 , ...} being different even with the given distribution. In (8b), as it is hard to guarantee the harvested energy always being over a random number E j in both mathematics and engineering, we use ρ to denote the EH outage probability such that the long-term average received energy is greater than the required energy with a probability no less than 1 − ρ. In (8c), T is the maximum waiting time.
III. SOLUTION APPROACH
Problem (8) is a non-convex problem due to the infinite number of probability constraints (8b) and the objective function. In order to efficiently solve it, we first deal with (8b) as follows.
Suppose the channel between the sensor and the sink node follows Rayleigh distribution. Then, the channel coefficient |h 2 (S j )| 2 follows the exponential distribution and its probability density function (PDF) can be expressed by
where λ is the exponential distribution parameter. Then, following (10), (8b) can be rewritten as
By doing so, (8b) with infinite number of constraints is equivalently transformed to be as (11) with only one constraint.
Further, with the non-linear EH model, the output DC power of the sensor is limited by the maximum output DC power. That is, if the received signals are with relatively high power level, output DC power of the sensor will be constant, i.e., the maximum output DC power. Therefore, it is assumed that the sensor is close to the power station and always works in the saturation state of the EH circuit. Then, ψ i can be given by
By substituting (12) into (11), we have that
where ω = −λ 2
As illustrated in Figure 2 , β i is only relevant to Y i , Z i and Y i+1 , which is consistent with (6) . Thus, we have the following remark.
Remark 1. The optimal online transmission policy Z
Intuitively, Remark 1 indicates that the waiting time depends on the last transmission time and the distribution of the transmission time. The similar result can be found in [6] and [9] which shows that there exists an optimal stationary deterministic policy with Z i = Z (Y i ).
As
By submitting (14) and (15) into Problem (8), solving Problem (8) is transformed into the following problem.
Problem (16) is with a non-convex objective function. Nevertheless, it is observed that the numerator of the objective function, i.e., E [β (Y, Z, Y ′ )], is convex in Z, and the denominator function, i.e., E [Y ′ + Z], is an affine function. Thus, fractional programming can be employed to handle Problem (16), and the main idea is summarized in Lemma 1. 
(17)
Proof: The proof of Lemma 1 is similar to that in [14] , [15] , which is omitted here. Lemma 1 indicates that Problem (16) can be transformed into an equivalent problem where the original fractional objective function (16a) is replaced by a function in subtractive form, i.e., (17). Thus, instead of solving Problem (16), we can solve the following auxiliary Problem (18) which has the same optimal solution to Problem (16). Update u = η; 12 Update
Dinkelbach's method. In particular, in the q-th iteration, with the given γ, i.e., γ (q), by solving the following Problem (19),
the optimal Z ⋆ (q) is derived, which can be calculated in terms of the following Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. The optimal solution to Problem (19) is
(20)
Proof: Since Problem (19) is convex, KKT conditions can be used to optimally solve it. The Lagrangian of (19) can be given by (22), where η is the Lagrange multiplier associated with (16b) and f Y (y) is the PDF of Y . According to KKT conditions, the optimal Z ⋆ (q) satisfies
Following (21), the optimal Z ⋆ (q) can be calculated as (20) .
Note that η is still unknown in (20). Thus, we employ a bisection method to find the optimal η ⋆ in the inner loop of Algorithm 1 where ε denotes the small positive tolerance, ι is the lower bound of η which can be set as 0, and u is the upper bound of η which can be set as a relatively large positive number. Once the optimal γ ⋆ and η ⋆ are obtained, the corresponding Z ⋆ is also derived which is the final numerical solution to Problem (16).
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section represents some simulation results to show the validity and efficiency of the proposed solution approach and present some interesting insights. First, we compare the proposed transmission policy with two benchmark policies, i.e., zero time waiting policy and equal time waiting policy. Then, we show impact of the EH circuit saturation level on the system average U-AoI. The simulation network scenario is shown in Figure 1 . The distance between the sensor and the sink node is set as 2m.
The Rayleigh channel parameter λ is set as 3 and the pass loss factor α is set as 2. The block length T c is set as 10 −3 s, the noise power spectral density is −70dBm/Hz and the bandwidth B is 10MHz. The size of each update C is set as 8bits. For the non-linear EH model, we set M as 20mW. The EH outage probability ρ is set as 1%. We define an event {Y ≤ κ} with a probability θ, i.e. θ = Prob {Y ≤ κ}, which is used to characterize the congestion degree of the wireless networks. Figure 3 compares the proposed transmission policy with two benchmark policies when M and T are both set as inf and Prob {Y ≤ 0.1} = 0.7. It is seen that the system average U-AoI first increases and then decreases with the waiting time when the equal time waiting policy is adopted. The zero time waiting policy and the proposed policy do not change with the waiting time. It is also observed that the proposed transmission policy is superior to the benchmark policies in terms of the system average U-AoI. In Figure 4 , we compare the mentioned three transmission policy when M and T are both set as inf, and Prob {Y ≤ 0.1} = 0.3. Different from Figure 3 , it is seen that in this case, the system average U-AoI increases with the waiting time when the equal time waiting policy is adopted. Besides, the zero time waiting policy and the equal time waiting policy are very close to the proposed policy. With Figure 3 and Figure 4 , we note that even without EH constraint and maximum waiting time constraints, zero time waiting policy may not be optimal, especially when the network is in slight load. It means that in this case, the sensor should be a little lazy. Meanwhile, when the network is in heavy load, zero time waiting policy is very close to the proposed transmission policy. In this case, the sensor should transmit updates without waiting. In fact, the proposed transmission policy adjusts the waiting time based on the transmission time (i.e., the network conditions), so that the sensor avoids high-frequent updates transmitting when the network is in slight load and reduces waiting time when the network is in heavy load. By doing so, the long-term system average U-AoI is therefore reduced. Figure 5 compares the mentioned three policies versus θ where κ is set as 0.1, 0.3, and 0.7, respectively. It is seen that the proposed transmission policy outperforms the other two policies as it adjusts the waiting time based on the transmission time. Besides, the equal time waiting policy is better than the zero time waiting policy because zero time waiting policy is actually a special case of equal time waiting policy. It is also observed that when κ = 0.3 and κ = 0.7, the proposed transmission policy is very close to the other two policies. However, when κ = 0.1, the difference is pretty large, especially with a relatively large θ. The reason is that when κ is relatively large, the network is in heavy load. In this case, the sensor tends to transmit the next updates without waiting. While, when κ is relatively small, the network is in slight load. In this case, the sensor tends to wait a moment before transmitting next updates. Figure 6 shows the U-AoI versus the EH circuit saturation level, i.e., the maximum output DC power. It is seen that the average U-AoI first decreases and then keeps unchanged with the EH circuit saturation. The reason is that when the output DC power is relatively low, the sensor need more time to charge itself for transmitting the next update. In this case, the waiting time may be larger than the optimal waiting time, and thus, the system average U-AoI is degraded. However, when the output DC power is relatively high, the required waiting time for charging can be lower than the optimal waiting time plus the last transmission time. Therefore, the system can always work with the minimal average U-AoI. Thus, for WPTenabled networks, to keep the information fresh, charging the sensor with high power level may cause the waste of energy. 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper studied the AoI in WPT-enabled networks where a sensor first scavenges energy from a power station and then, transmits its status update to a sink node. U-AoI was defined to capture thirst for the fresh update becoming increasingly urgent as time elapsing. An optimization problem was formulated to minimize the long-term average U-AoI under constraint of energy causality. A two-layer algorithm was developed to solve the considered problem. Numerical results show that the proposed policy is superior to the zero time waiting policy and the equal time waiting policy in terms of U-AoI. It is also found that the sensor tends to transmit the next update without waiting with heavy-load networks and wait a moment before transmitting the next update with slightload networks. Besides, U-AoI first decreases and then keeps unchanged with the charging power level.
